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Clutter clearing can radically transform your life. Drawing on her wealth of experience as a feng

shui, space clearing and clutter clearing consultant, Karen Kingston explains how clutter is stuck

energy with far-reaching physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual effects. This audio book will

motivate you to clear your clutter as never before, once you realise just how much your junk has

been holding you back! You will learn: Why people keep clutter, How clutter causes stagnation in

every area of your life, Why clutter clearing is essential for effective feng shui, How to clear clutter

quickly and effectively, and Karen's all-time top 7 clutter clearing tips. The paperback edition of this

book has sold over one million copies in 25 languages since its publication in 1998 and has

established itself as a feng shui "must read" classic. This audio book edition, published in 2012,

contains all the latest updates and revisions, including two essential new chapters that were not in

the original version of the book. Completely unabridged and narrated by Karen Kingston herself, it

gives many insights into the deeper reasons why people keep clutter and - most importantly - how to

let it go and get on with your life.
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I own the prior cassette tape version of this book and have listened to it several times as a motivator

to work on my environment. As my personal life went through numerous transitions in the past 12

years, I have turned to this book repeatedly. I was so excited to see the tapes updated and now on

my favorite form of listening via Audible with more information.The audio version seems to work



best for me with the now Kindle version as back up since I find her voice soothing, yet motivating.

Books were easily lost in all I owned. Using Clearing Your Clutter with Feng Shui, I have gone from

a large home for my family of 4, through a difficult divorce while launching my children into the world

& downsizing to a smaller house that suited my single and physical needs. I honestly only moved on

post the divorce once I was ready to let go of the physical things tied to my former marriage and

family life. I actually sent so much for donation at one point I had declutter exhaustion and stagnated

both physically and emotionally. With some physical remodeling (a hip replacement) and some

physical remodeling on the house, I began to clear things again. I have gone through singledom,

remarriage and having a blended family with step children to launch. Who know I would be

repeating those experiences? Only this time with joy since I have done it once through hard times, I

know how much easier I can help my stepchildren through the good times.Now my husband and I

are once more clutter clearing as we make my bachelorhood house a warm blended family home.

Recently remodeling the bathroom which bordered between fame and reputation with love &

relationships, a known small mold problem, turned out to be a large one as the bathroom was torn

out completely and rebuilt.
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